The new challenge of stem cell: brain tumour therapy.
The surprising similarity of much brain tumour behavior to the intrinsic properties of the neural stem/progenitor cell has triggered a recent interest in both arming stem cells to track and help eradicate tumours and in viewing stem cell biology as somehow integral to the emergence and/or production of the neoplasm itself. Moreover, based on the unique capacity of neural stem cells (NSCs) to migrate throughout the brain and to target invading tumour cells, the transplantation of NSCs offers a new potential therapeutic approach as a cell-based delivery system for gene therapy in brain tumours. On the one hand, both stem cells and cancer cells are thought to be capable of unlimited proliferation. While on the other, many tumours and cancer cell lines express stem cell markers, suggesting either that cancer cells resemble stem cells or that cancers contain stem-like cells. In this review we highlight the close relationship between normal neural stem cells and brain tumour stem cells and also suggest the possible clinical implications that these similarities could offer.